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Special Cases Of Teamwork Used Projects
When a fixed version of a teamwork used project is used

If an old project uses a fixed version of a teamwork used project (fixed version), this option will be 
automatically turned off after conversion. Your project will use the latest version of the teamwork used 
project.

When you load a project that uses a fixed version of a teamwork project, you will be warned 
that MagicDraw will automatically switch to the latest version of a teamwork used project. If it is very 
important to use a particular version of a teamwork used project, you should not commit the loaded 
project to the teamwork server.

Follow these steps to preserve usage of a particular version of a teamwork used project:

Login into Teamwork Server with MagicDraw. From the  menu, choose .Teamwork Projects
Select your project, expand the used projects tree and check which version the teamwork 
project uses.
Find the used project in the list of projects (select the  check box). Click Show Used Projects
the   button to open the  dialog box.Versions Versions
Select the version used by your project and set it as the latest one (click ).Set As Latest
Click the  button to open this version. During this step you will convert the latest version of Open
the teamwork used project to UML 2.
Commit the converted used project into the Teamwork Server and close it.
Open a project that uses a fixed version of this used project. The last used project version will 
be loaded.
Commit the converted project into the Teamwork Server and close it.
From the  menu, choose  again.Teamwork Projects
Select your project in the list of projects and expand the tree of used projects. Change the used 
project version from  to a latest version number.Latest
Find the used project in the projects list (select the  check box). Click the Show Used Projects V

button to open the  dialog box.ersions  Versions
Select the latest version existing before these actions. Set this version as the latest one (click Se

).t As Latest
Open the used project and commit it to the Teamwork Server. During this step you will convert 
the latest version of the teamwork used project to UML 2.

After these steps, your project will use a fixed version of a teamwork used project that is converted to 
UML 2, but other projects will be able to use the latest version of this used project.

If multiple projects use various versions of the same used project, repeat these steps for each project.

When a used project/profile is used by a custom diagram

Before converting your projects, we recommend that you convert your teamwork used projects used in 
custom diagrams. All standard profiles, bundled with MagicDraw installations, will be converted 
automatically on the first Teamwork Server launch
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